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Abstract Correlative light and electron microscopy exploits
the advantages of optical methods, such as multicolour probes
and their use in hydrated live biological samples, to locate
functional units, which are then correlated with structural de-
tails that can be revealed by the superior resolution of electron
microscopes. One difficulty is locating the area imaged by the
electron beam in the much larger optical field of view.
Multifunctional probes that can be imaged in both modalities
and thus register the two images are required. Phosphor ma-
terials give cathodoluminescence (CL) optical emissions un-
der electron excitation. Lanthanum phosphate containing thu-
lium or terbium or europium emits narrow bands in the blue,
green and red regions of the CL spectrum; they may be syn-
thesised with very uniform-sized crystals in the 10- to 50-nm
range. Such crystals can be imaged by CL in the electron
microscope, at resolutions limited by the particle size, and
with colour discrimination to identify different probes. These
materials also give emissions in the optical microscope, by
multiphoton excitation. They have been deposited on the sur-
face of glioblastoma cells and imaged by CL. Gadolinium
oxysulphide doped with terbium emits green photons by ei-
ther ultraviolet or electron excitation. Sixty-nanometre crys-
tals of this phosphor have been imaged in the atmospheric
scanning electron microscope (JEOL ClairScope). This probe
and microscope combination allow correlative imaging in
hydrated samples. Phosphor probes should prove to be very
useful in correlative light and electron microscopy, as fiducial
markers to assist in image registration, and in high/super-
resolution imaging studies.
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light and electronmicroscopy (CLEM) . Super-resolution
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Introduction
Most antibody localisation imaging techniques in biology
have been based on optical microscopy, where the Rayleigh
criterion
d ¼ 0:6 λ=NA
relates resolution (d) to the wavelength (λ) and numerical
aperture (NA) of the objective lens. In practice, using high
power microscope objectives, 200-nm resolution can be
achieved using standard fluorescence or confocal microscopy.
For this purpose, a wide range of fluorescent probes having
varied colours and functions have been developed [12]. More
advanced super-resolution microscopic (SRM) methods can
extend the limits to a few tens of nanometres [16], but gener-
ally require more specialised equipment and probes.
The resolution of electron microscopes (EMs) is limited by
the instrumental design and aberrations and is of the order of
1 nm for biological materials, depending on the sample nature
and any staining methodology. It may be employed for high-
resolution imaging but suffers from the lack of multifunctional
probes. In particular, using this high resolution for colocalisation
studies of different probes is difficult in the monochrome images
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obtained and is typically limited to thin sections or surfaces of
heavily processed samples.
An alternative methodology that combines the resolution
of electronmicroscopes with the wavelength discrimination of
optical detection is cathodoluminescence (CL) [13]. This em-
ploys phosphor particles as probes and detects the photons
emitted under electron bombardment. The emission wave-
length depends on the phosphor dopant, which is generally a
lanthanide element in a chemical matrix; for example, europi-
um has bands mostly in the red, terbium in the green and
thulium in the blue. The emission bands are narrow and can
be tuned to some extent by choice of the matrix structure. The
detection system can employ standard optical filters to distin-
guish different phosphors; the detector is synchronised with
the electron beam scan, and thus, the resolution of the CL
image is limited by the phosphor particle size. This high-
resolution imaging modality can be thought of as electron-
generated super resolution microscopy or eSRM.
Phosphors are very widely used in display technology, and a
vast range of such materials has been synthesised in sizes down
to a few nanometres [7]. Many can also be used in optical
microscopy. Their properties can be adjusted by varying the
matrix, the dopant and sensitiser elements [24]. In some cases,
the particles can be detected by conventional single photon
excitation, for example by ultraviolet excitation and detection
in the visible (Bdownconversion^; [14]), but more often, mul-
tiphoton excitation (Bupconversion^) in a confocal microscope
is required. For biological applications, the phosphor is required
to be as small as possible, stable in the electron beam and
biologically inert; they must be capable of being conjugated
to bioprobe molecules such as antibodies, aptamers and
nanobodies. Many protocols are available that have been
developed for use with particles such as quantum dots [9]
that rely on silanisation to coat the particle surface with, e.g.
aminopropyl triethoxysilane as shown on the left, then conju-
gation of the bioprobe with a carboxyl-to-amine cross-linking
agent such as ethyl (dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide
Another application where the bifunctional nature of phos-
phor probes can be useful is in correlative light and electron
microscopy (CLEM) [1, 27, 4, 11] where ultrastructural
information is obtained by EM after optical microscopy has
obtained the lower resolution data required for full description
of the biological sample. One difficulty in CLEM is that the
sample processing techniques can damage and distort the sam-
ple so that correlation of the two image modalities is difficult.
This problem has been overcome to some extent by care in the
sample processing step [23], but the use of fiducial markers that
can be identified in both image types is extremely helpful. The
nanophosphors can be used nonspecifically, by applying the
particles from suspension before the drying process, or specif-
ically by labelling with the conjugated bioprobe.
There have been a few reports of the use of nanometre-
sized phosphors for imaging. Quantum dots (QDs) have been
employed for correlative fluorescence and transmission elec-
tron microscopy of labelled nuclei in thin sections [20], but
here, TEM detection was just by conventional electron con-
trast. Cathodoluminescence has been detected from QDs [5],
but these II–VI semiconductors have relatively poor stability
and spatial resolution under electron excitation ([17] and cita-
tions therein). Two types of nanodiamonds with cerium-doped
lutetium aluminium garnet nanoparticles have been shown to
give red, blue and green emissions from 40- to 80-nm crystals
with good stability under the electron beam [8].
The requirements for cathodoluminescent phosphors differ
somewhat from those needed for conventional fluorescence
probes; the size and shape of the nanoparticles are as impor-
tant as the chemical composition, of the matrix and of the
dopants. We have found that commercial phosphor samples
optimised for light microscopy are too weakly emitting in the
electron beam and have high shape factors.We have chosen to
synthesise lanthanum phosphate nanoparticles for these
CLEM studies, using the technique described in the reference
[26]. This generates the desired monoclinic monazite structure
of LaPO4, and the size can be varied by adjusting the hydro-
thermal conditions and the composition of the reactants
employed. These materials are colourless, have absorption
bands in the vacuum ultraviolet [25] and can be upconverted
by infrared illumination to give visible emissions.
The characteristics of these probes have been investigated
by conventional CL microscopy using a field emission scan-
ning electron microscope (FEGSEM). Their size and optical
properties have been examined on silicon surfaces, and on
fixed, dried cell membranes. The lanthanide elements provide
good contrast by secondary electron detection, as well as the
specificity of the optical emissions so that different phosphors
can be identified.
The requirement that biological materials must be fixed and
fully dehydrated for examination in the SEM vacuum cham-
ber can lead to sample distortions. This can be avoided by the
use of an atmospheric scanning electron microscope (ASEM)
[19, 18]. Hydrated samples are held outside the EM vacuum
chamber in a liquid-filled dish with an electron-permeable
silicon nitride window. Optical imaging can be performed
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with the fluorescence microscope mounted above the dish,
using a water dipping lens, before switching to the inverted
SEM mode for correlative imaging of areas of interest in the
sample on the silicon nitride film.
Methods
Cell culture for CL and SEM
U251 glioblastoma cells were seeded at a low density on to
12-mm diameter glass cover slips precoated with polylysine
(P8920, Sigma-Aldrich) and cultured in RPMI medium
(Gibco) for 48 h. They were then fixed in 4 % paraformalde-
hyde and dried by immersion in successively higher concen-
trations of ethanol and finally in hexamethyldisilazine (Sigma-
Aldrich). The glass was attached to a pin stub with silver Dag
(Agar Scientific Ltd.).
Phosphor sample preparation for light and electron
microscopy
Phosphor probes were synthesised by a method developed to
generate uniform small particles [26]. Briefly, lanthanum
phosphate was precipitated in the presence of the re-
spective dopants on quartz wool, fired at temperatures
up to 1050 °C and removed from the substrate by son-
ication in isopropanol.
A suspension of nanoparticles in ethanol was freshly probe
sonicated for 5 min, and then, 10 μl was applied to a silicon
slab fixed to a pin stub using silver Dag and dried at
50 °C. For light microscopy, the suspension was applied
to polylysine-coated glass cover slips (Zeiss #1.5) and
mounted on a slide with ~50 μm water or buffer in between
the glass surfaces.
Multiphoton confocal imaging
Multiphoton images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM780
confocal microscope, using a ×63 PlanApochromat water im-
mersion (NA 1.2) objective, equipped with a Coherent
Chameleon Ultra Multi-photon (MP) laser in addition to the
conventional visible lasers. Emissions were detected by
nondescanned detectors [3], the emitted light being split be-
tween blue (<485 nm), green (500–620 nm) and red
(>620 nm) channels for simultaneous recording. A detector
was also available for transmitted light observations. The laser
could be tuned between 690 and 1040 nm; the laser
intensity was adjusted to show signals in the detectors
without obvious perturbation to the sample, seen as distortions
in the transmission image.
Cathodoluminescence spectroscopy and imaging
of nanoparticles
The CL microscope is constructed around a 7600 F electron
microscope (JEOL (UK) Ltd), equipped with an Alto low-
temperature stage and MonoCL4 system (Gatan UK Ltd.).
The MonoCL4 detector is a high sensitivity photomultiplier,
mounted on the exit from a grating monochromator with 300
or 1200 lines per cm. It was Peltier cooled to −30 °C and was
usually operated at 1400 V. Light was collected by a parabo-
loid mirror that could be inserted above the sample, the elec-
tron beam passing through a 1.3-mm port above the specimen.
The photons are reflected down a lightpipe, either via a mono-
chromator for spectrum scanning or directly into the detector
housing where the wavelength may be selected by bandpass
filters (UV, 360WB50; green 535BP45; far-red 700BP50; all
fromOmega Filters, Brattleboro VT, USA). SEM signals from
the secondary electron detector, and CL pulse mode output,
were recorded by Digital Microscope software that controlled
the scanning of the 7600 F. Images were typically obtained at
×75,000 magnification, using 256×256-pixel images giving
5.56 nm per pixel; pixel dwell times were of the order of
1~4 ms.
Atmospheric scanning electron microscopy
Images were obtained using a JEOL JASM-6200 instrument,
modified by replacing the original colour camera by a charge-
coupled device (Hamamatsu ORCA-ER). Sets of overlapping
exposures were taken to observe the entire dish window, using
times of a few milliseconds for reflectance and fluorescence;
illumination was via an optical fibre from the Olympus
mercury lamp. Fluorescence and CL imaging were per-
formed with a DAPI filter set (emission 420-nm-long
pass). CL imaging was performed by selecting a suit-
able electron microscope magnification (×1200 or ×5000)
and stage position, setting a long camera exposure time,
and allowing the ASEM to perform a single scan with
the electron detector disabled.
Biological samples to be used in the ASEM were prepared
in ClairScope dishes with the same protocols as used for mul-
tiphoton imaging. After fixation, the liquid was replaced by
deionised water, and the phosphor materials were then applied
from aqueous suspension after probe sonication. The excess
phosphor was carefully removed by pipette and the dish
inserted in the microscope for examination using a ×40
NA0.80 water dipping lens.
Image analysis
Pulse mode CL images from the MonoCL4 system and mul-
tiphoton images were analysed by a version of single-particle
fluorescence imaging (SPFI) [2]. Briefly, values of pixels
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around the approximate centroid of a particle are fitted by
least-squares methods to a 2D Gaussian:
C i; jð Þ ¼ Bn þ Anexp − Xn2 þ Yn2
 
=Wn
 
where C(i,j) are the counts in the pixel at (row i, column j), Bn
is the background level around particle n, An is the amplitude
of the Gaussian (the intensity of the CL signal), {Xn, Yn} are
the coordinates of the centroid and Wn is the width of the
Gaussian which is assumed to be symmetrical, e.g. the CL
originates from a point source. The variable parameters are
B, A, X, Y and W; the weights of the data points Z(i,j) are
taken to be √Z(i,j) as defined by Poissonian statistics. The
background term Bn can be replaced by a sloping background
having adjustable direction and gradient; this is appropriate
for CL images, as seen in Fig. 2.
Results
Phosphor probe spectroscopy and imaging
Figure 1 shows examples of the smallest nanophosphors stud-
ied, having diameters 15–25 nm. Spectra taken from large
aggregates of LaPO4/Eu, Tb and Tm show the major peaks
at 620, 545 and 350 nm, respectively. Inset in these
spectra is small areas of the image pairs taken with 2-
ms dwell time per pixel, left hand SEM and right hand
CL in false colour. Most of the objects are small aggre-
gates, and at 5 kV very small single particles are not
detected. Lower energy (3 kV) electrons can allow CL
detection, but focus becomes more difficult at low volt-
age and increased working distance (10 mm).
Cell imaging
Initial tests were performed using silica-coated but non-
derivatised phosphor particles on fixed cells. This was done
so that the density of particles could be varied without
performing biological modifications such as upregulation,
and the aggregation state of the bound particles was not af-
fected by any cell receptor oligomerisation. Also, large flat
cells could be employed; U251 glioblastoma cells were grown
on glass coverslips, fixed and dehydrated; then, a suspension
of the chosen probe in ethanol was applied. Typical images are
seen in Fig. 2, using the JEOL 7600 F FEGSEM at 5 kVand
×2000 magnification, with the LEI secondary electron detec-
tor. The box shows the area that is imaged at ×33,000 magni-
fication in b for SEM and c for CL, in false-colour as shown in
the colour panel. A bright background is seen near the nucleus
of a post-mitotic cell at lower right, probably due to secondary
electron effects in the sloping part of the membrane.
Nevertheless, the blue-emitting nanophosphor can be easily
distinguished.
Imaging of mixed phosphors is accomplished by taking
separate images with red, blue and green bandpass filters in
the lightpath from the mirror to the PMT, and then combining
the images with offsets to allow for the drift in the position.
The offsets are found by comparing the positions of the parti-
cles in the three images, as determined by SPFI analysis.
Addition of three images results in lower signal to noise, but
red and blue phosphors can be readily distinguished as there is
little overlap between the spectra as seen in Fig. 1. The green
and blue phosphors have overlapping peaks in the 470-nm
region and thus are much more difficult to identify; this can
only be done by determining the green/blue intensity ratios,
akin to spectral unmixing. Those showing blue have
blue/green signal ratios greater than 2.5, while the arrowheads
mark particles having signal ratios 1.5±0.5 which can be
assigned as green phosphors. The mean size of these particles
estimated using SPFI is 37±13 nm.
Multiphoton imaging
Images were obtained for the LaPO4 phosphor particles, using
the polylysine-coated slides described in BMethods^. Laser
power was adjusted to show non-saturating signals in the de-
tectors when using 740-nm excitation (Fig. 3a), and then, an
excitation fingerprint was obtained from 700 to 860 nm, as
shown in Fig. 3b. The images were quantified by SPFI
methods; the total signal under each 2D-Gaussian peak is
normalised across the wavelength range, corrected for the la-
ser power variation, and the resulting intensity fraction at each
wavelength is plotted as a mean with standard deviation for 10
particles having medium intensity values. These were used to
ensure adequate signal-to-noise ratios at the longer laser wave-
lengths; the same trends were observed for smaller particles
(data not shown). The maximum signal is obtained at 720 nm,
and good intensity can be observed across a wide range for
these phosphors. It is noticeable that the response drops off
much more rapidly for the blue lines as shown by the blue
squares. A red analysis was not performed as the multiphoton
system blocks emissions above 690 nm.
The power dependence of the emission from the particles
was determined by ramping the laser intensity from 0.5 to
4 %; higher intensities caused saturation of the signals
(Fig. 3c), possibly caused by heat damage at the higher power.
Again, the signal was quantified by SPFI; at low power, the
signals were dominated by noise, but log-log plots of signal
against % power showed straight line behaviour, and the gra-
dient reflects the number of infrared photons per multiphoton
event [22]. The average for 60 particles was 1.90~0.28, sug-
gesting a two-photon process.
The emission spectrum of the phosphors can be observed
using a spectral detector, where the emission wavelengths are
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spread over 32 segments of a linear detector (typically 8 nm
per segment). As the efficiency of this detector channel is
lower than that of the NDD detectors employed for the exci-
tation and power dependence measurements, higher laser
powers were used to offset the lower signal-to-noise ratio
obtained in individual segments of the detector. The emission
spectra are shown in Fig. 3d, averaged for 8 particles that
showed similar total intensity. The peaks correspond to those
found in the CL emission spectrum (Fig. 1) but are broader,
and the intensities vary between particles. An example of a
different phosphor (Gd2O2S/Pr) having larger crystals
(>50 nm) is shown in inset, and here, the peaks are much
narrower and more intense.
Correlative ASEM imaging
U251 cells were grown on polylysine-coated ASEM dishes at
low density, fixed and then phosphor particles in aqueous
suspension were allowed to settle on the surface. In this case,
somewhat larger particles of a terbium-doped gadolinium
oxysulphide phosphor were used (Gd2O2S/Tb, mean diameter
60 nm, but with larger crystals present up to 1 μm). This
material was used because it has a fluorescence emission un-
der UVexcitation.
The window was imaged first in reflectance mode to iden-
tify suitable areas for SEM and CL imaging (Fig. 4a).
Figure 4b displays fluorescence (in blue false colour as shown
in the inset) from UV excitation and long pass blue emission
(‘DAPI’ type filter set with a 420-nm LP emission filter). This
area is the box drawn in 4a and shows the high background at
the top where there is autofluorescence from the cells, and a
lack of fluorescence from the phosphor particles on top of the
cells where they are not in focus. When imaged under CL
conditions (20 kV), the image (c) is obtained, in blue-green-
yellow-white false colour (inset).
Two aspects of these images should be noted. The CL
image shows higher sensitivity as many more particles are
visible: this is partly due to the lower background signal,
µ
µ
µ
Fig. 1 Cathodoluminescence
emission spectra of LaPO4
nanoparticles on silicon stubs; the
dopants are (top) Eu, (middle) Tb,
(bottom) Tm. Inset are SEM and
false-colour CL images, and
histograms of the particle sizes,
measured from SEM images of
~50 particles. The smallest
crystals (~15 nm, for example
green image, top left particle) are
not detected under the conditions
used (5 kV, 2 ms pixel dwell time)
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which is more apparent on the cell due to autofluorescence.
Second, the depth of focus in CL mode is much greater: small
particles on the lamellipodium near the top of the image,
which are in a different Z-plane and hence are invisible by
fluorescence, can be seen by CL as the electron beam has a
much greater depth of focus.
Discussion
Correlative imaging, using the high resolution of the electron
microscope in tandem with the flexibility of fluorescence
methods, is a powerful technique that requires careful
matching of the images from the two modalities. The images
from optical microscopes with high-quality corrected objec-
tive lenses are only very slightly imperfect due to, e.g. chro-
matic aberration, but electron microscope images suffer from
distortions due to charging and the local sample geometry. In
order to match the two results, it is helpful to have bifunctional
Bfiducial^ markers that are visible in both the optical and
electronic images [21].
Although research in phosphor particles has been intense
over the last 20 years, the use of nanophosphors in biological
imaging is a new field [6]. Using the scanning method, XY
resolution is limited only by particle size, provided the signal
to noise is high enough. Using conventional models for the
interaction between the electron beam and the solid particle, it
can be predicted that greater electron interaction and hence
higher CL signals will be obtained at low voltages (<5 kV).
However, the greater interaction volume leads to greater dam-
age and hence fading of the CL signal. With the type of phos-
phors used here, it would seem that 5 kVoffers the best bal-
ance between CL signal and beam damage, and that 30 nm is a
suitable particle size for positive detection with current CL
equipment. The effects of sensitiser and dopant concentrations
on the size detection limit have not been fully explored. Here,
it is clearly demonstrated that we can see individual CL probes
that can act as fiducial markers at high precision. Naturally, the
probes can also be used to identify cells of interest if doped
with these probes, e.g. by microinjection or phagositosis, at
which point, the concentration of probes could be much great-
er and thus be imaged with a wide range of varying conditions
including voltages.
This particle size is too large to identify all targets in
crowded areas of the cell membrane, when using specific la-
bels. Ideally, the nanophosphor particles should be as small as
possible. A Fab fragment would be ~5-nm diameter; so, a
nanophosphor particle should be smaller than this to
prevent steric hindrance and maximise the binding po-
tential and achievable resolution. The current probes
will be suitable for imaging at the best resolution obtained
by existing SRM methods, and thus, the resolution will be
limited by the probe size. In the case of the ASEM, the best
resolution using gold nanoparticles in an aqueous environ-
ment is about 15 nm.
The phosphors used here were often seen as small aggre-
gates (Fig. 1), resulting from the high temperature synthesis
step. These are adequate for use as fiducial markers; however,
employment as specific probes will require single crystals of
uniform size; they should also be of approximately spherical
shape, as CL intensity depends on the depth of interaction
with the electron beam, and asymmetric particles give differ-
ent signals depending on orientation. Single particles can be
separated by, e.g. centrifugation, but this is wasteful of mate-
rial; modified high temperature processing should improve
this. Very small monodisperse particles of lanthanum phos-
phate (6 nm) have been synthesised at lower temperatures
[25]; however, these have not yet been shown to be useful
for CL imaging. The gadolinium oxysulphide used for
ASEM imaging was quite inhomogeneous, containing some
large (1 μm) crystals and aggregates as can be seen in Fig. 4.
Fig. 2 Images of phosphors: a U251 cells grown on polylysine coated
glass, with non-derivatised phosphor probes deposited at low density,
dried and gold-palladium coated (2 nm thick). b SEM image at 5 kV
and ×33,000 magnification, showing the edge of the nucleus of a post-
mitotic cell, and c the false-colour image of CL emission with colour table
in the inset. d Red- and blue-emitting particles deposited on silicon, and
sequentially imaged with red, green and blue CL filter sets; the two
phosphors can be readily distinguished. e Green- (arrowed) and
blue-emitting particles imaged by the same CL filter sets, can be
distinguished by their green/blue ratios
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This material was not optimised for use in bioimaging,
and we are investigating the use of yttrium oxysulphide
instead [10].
The ability to distinguish the different coloured probes is an
advantage for the use of nanophosphor probes when
compared with conventional heavy metal or immunogold
staining. It is possible to distinguish different targets by using
different nanogold probes, e.g. 10 and 20 nm. CL probes can
have the same size so there will be no steric differentiation, are
less dependent on perfect alignment of the electron micro-
scope to distinguish different probes, and several different
coloured phosphors could be employed simultaneously.
When compared with quantum dots, phosphor colour depends
on the chemistry of the material used and not on the size of the
particle.
The CL equipment must be further developed before
multicolour probe imaging can be performed routinely; in par-
ticular, the single PMT detector used here necessitates separate
scans to be taken with each emission filter. Thus, sample drift
needs to be corrected for between frames, resulting in slight loss
of registration and weaker signal to noise. The simple addition
of two PMT detectors with the appropriate optical splitter would
significantly improve imaging conditions, and thus minimise
effects of sample drift and electron beam damage which can
cause mistakes in probe identification. The CL optical filters
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3 Multiphoton confocal image (top left) of LaPO4/Tb phosphors on
a glass coverslip, using 740-nm excitation and a non-descanned detector
collecting green light. Varying the excitation wavelength between 700
and 860 nm gives the profile shown (top right, green circles; mean of
10 particles of medium intensity), while detecting the emission using blue
filters gives the profile shown as blue squares. Lower left the change of
intensity shown by three single particles of low (pale), medium (green)
and high (dark) intensity as the laser power is increased; at high power,
the emission becomes saturated, while at low power, confocal image
noise dominates. The dashed lines are linear fits to the log-log plots; the
mean gradient is 1.9 suggesting a two-photon process. Lower right the
emission spectra recorded by Zeiss spectral detector, mean of 8 particles
of medium intensity. Dashed lines indicate the positions of peaks in the
CL spectrum (Fig. 1). The peaks from these samples are relatively broad,
compared with those found for other phosphor, e.g. Gd2O2S/Pr as shown
in the inset
Fig. 4 Images of U251 cells with gadolinium oxysulfide nanoparticles,
recorded by ASEM. a a reflectance image showing the glioblastoma cells
growing in layers at the top of the image. The line down the right hand side
is the edge of the silicon nitride window. b The fluorescence image of the
box in (a), using UVexcitation and a DAPI (420-nm-long pass) filter set. c
The same area using 20-kVelectron excitation and CL emission detection.
Both panels are in false-colour as indicated by the inset colour bars
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can be chosen to pass the primary peak of the emission spectrum
and block the primary and secondary peaks of the other phos-
phors, but at some cost of efficiency. However, it is expected that
the signal to noise gain would outweigh any loss from satellite
emission bands.
An important aspect for future applications comes from the
ability to image the probes using light microscopy. Here, we
have demonstrated the ability to excite the probes using a
standard multi-photon microscope. The probes were highly
emitting upon excitation at 740 nm and could be readily iden-
tified using typical laser settings, which give a pixel dwell
time of around 1–2 μs and are compatible with live cell imag-
ing. However, some lanthanide probes had markedly longer
lifetimes that resulted in poorer image quality. The europium
and thulium doped probes were well suited for light micros-
copy as they demonstrated relatively fast lifetimes that gave
rise to punctate images with no ‘comet’ effects, and thus be-
haved like standard organic fluorescent dyes under these con-
ditions. However, some terbium phosphors had significantly
longer lifetimes as could be seen from the Bcomet^ trail left
post-excitation when using non-descanned detectors.
Although this is not ideal for imaging biological samples,
the long decay tails found in the images did allow the approx-
imate lifetimes of these probes to be calculated; the trails can
also act as fingerprints to identify unambiguously the emission
from the phosphors in cells that show artefacts from, e.g. ly-
sosomal storage bodies.
The JEOL ClairScope ASEM is a novel correlative micro-
scope that allows imaging of hydrated samples in optical and
SEM modes. Fluorescent staining can permit identification of
a suitable area for study prior to staining for SEM, but the
heavy metal protocols will often destroy simple fluorescence.
Introduction of stable phosphor nanoparticles, by antibody or
by phagocytosis, can assist in identification of the target area.
It is apparent from Fig. 4 that a greater depth of focus is
achieved with CL imaging, so the use of phosphor particles
should allow a greater degree of 3D imaging than can be
achieved with pure SEM. The ASEM can image to a maxi-
mum depth of ~3μmusing 30 kVelectrons, but this limit is set
by the two-way passage of electrons through the aqueous
phase. In CL imaging, the electrons will only have one jour-
ney, so greater depth into the sample may be achieved at some
cost of resolution. It is to be hoped that electron excited super
resolution microscopy (eSRM) will achieve resolutions cov-
ering the gap between pure optical and pure electron imaging,
in both vacuum and hydrated environments.
This bifunctionality promises tomake nanophosphors an ideal
fiducial marker for CLEM.While the need for multiphoton light
microscopy is a relatively expensive option for fluorescence im-
aging, further developments of phosphor probes will increase
their suitability and sensitivity for standard light microscopy
[7]. New combinations of electron and optical microscopes are
being introduced [15], but in all cases, there is a clear need for
fiducial markers. The photo- and electron stability of the probes
compared to standard organic dyes also makes these highly de-
sirable for future studies and development.
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